Armenia

Postcode
Postcode type and position
4 digits to the left of the locality name.

Coding method
0 0 0 2
post office
postal region

Address format
CJSC «Haypost» recommendations:
- address lines should be ordered from the specific to the general (from top to bottom);
- addressee’s name and function should be placed before company name;
- address should be written only in English, French or Russian;
- only Arabic numerals should be used;
- each line should contain a maximum of 40 characters;
- the following symbols should be avoided: full stop (.), dash (-), comma (,);
- address lines should be aligned on the left;
- names of places and countries should be written in capital letters.

Examples
Home delivery address:
Armen Simonyan
Saryan str 22 apt 25
0002 YEREVAN
ARMENIA

Postal delivery:
Armen Simonyan
PO Box 28
0010 YEREVAN
ARMENIA

Contact
Alexander Petrosyan
Corp. Development Director
CJSC “Haypost”
0002 YEREVAN
ARMENIA
Tel: (+374) 1 53 00 98 + 84 00
Fax: (+374) 1 53 00 98 + 84 01
E-mail: development@haypost.am

Website
www.haypost.am
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